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MOUNTED SPREADER 

MODEL 

 SPX  1000R / 2000R 

  

GARNERO mounted salt spreader’s in 
the SPX  is made entirely in stainless 
steel AISI 304 resistant to corrosion and 
light at the same time, perfect equipment 
for smaller vehicles and with reduced 
useful capacity. 
Power catenary with hydraulic drive 
allows continual, event distribution of 
abrasive granulates and/or fluxes, while 
the top quality components and simple, 
reliable, technological solutions reduce 
maintenance to the minimum and to 
guarantee the operator a totally secure, 
user-friendly machine.  
Adjustment of the spreading quantity is 
regulated separately from the spreading 
width to avoid wasting any material and 
consequently to make economic savings 
and environmental protection. 

 

Cx1     Connection by clutch on the plant. 

Cx2 Electric accelerator.  

Cx3 Power stainless steel chain  REVERS model. 

Cx4 Hydraulic motor traction coupled to the gearbox. 

Cx5 Proportional electro-hydraulic adjustment of width and 
spreading quantity. 

Cx6 Next generation digital soft-key with screen to display work 
functions and programmes using a CAN-BUS system.  

Cx7 Framed entirely of stainless steel AISI 304 with power pond 
bottom  REVERS. 

Cx8 Mechanical governing of the height above the ground and 
inclination of rotating spreader disc to adapt to the various 
vehicles and working conditions.  

Cx9 Soundproof boots to protect the engine and all components 
of hydraulic and electric system.  

Cx10 Overturning spreading turret assisted by gas springs for 
transfers and rapid emptying. 

Cx11 Manual control for variation of spreading asymmetry. 

Cx12 Turret-plate and pallets for spreading adjustable in stainless 
steel AISI 304. 

Cx13  Screening and protection grid galvanized. 

Cx14 Uploading with telescopic parking foot.  

Cx15 Indipendent electrical wiring - auxiliary battery 12V.                                                                                  
– level of protection  electrical circuit-electronic IP67. 

Cx16  Headlamp adjustable. 

Ctx17  Swivel led headlight. 

Cx18  Retro-reflective strips. 

Cx19    Straps and anchoring attack chains for uplift. 
              

 

 

 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION

  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

  

Next generation 

digital soft-key 

keyboard with 

screen to display 

work functions 

and programmes 

using a CAN-BUS 

system 
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SPX 1000 R SPX 2000 R 

Loading deck width (A) mm 2000 2550 

Maximum length (B) mm 2750 3300 

Hopper capacity to brim m
3 

1.20 2.20 

Hopper capacity when full m
3
 1.40 2.50 

Hopper capacity with raised edge m
3
 1.70 3.00 

Spreading width mm 1500 - 8000 1500 - 8000 

Unladed weight basic model kg 430 550 

Unladed weight model full optional kg 560 700 
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MOUNTED SPREADER 

MODEL SPX 1000R / 2000R 

 

 
OPTIONALS 

Ox1 Actuation by  diesel engine YANMAR with 
electrical starting and emergency flip-off. 

Ox2 Actuation by hydraulic pump coupled to the power 
vehicle take-off. 

Ox3 Satellite control (GPS) spreading parameters. 

Ox4 Electric control for the variation of spreading 
asymmetry. 

Opx5/1-2    Oven painting with color on request. 

Opx6         Engine compartment lighting.  

Opx7         Sensor absence salt. 

Ox8    Video check working area. 

Opx9         Protection rear tarp. 

Opx10/1-2 PVC cover mounted on folding frame  
                    
Opx11/1-2  PVC cover with rapid opening. 

Opx12/1-2  Upside to increase the capacity. 

Opx13        Guard for cabin. 

Opx14        Rear underrun protection device whit installation    
unit and support for repeater plate. 
Ox15    Diesel tank increased. 
Opx16        Inspection ladder. 

Opx17/1-2  Heating hopper. 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 

 

Opx18      Rotating rear plate with arrow. 

Ox19       Opx19      Automatic charger to keep more efficient  the   battery 
throughout the year. 

Opx21/2       Parking foot for rapid uploading (only for  SPX 
2000).  

Ox25      Testing. 

Ox26      Transport. 

SIZE 
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